Name ______________________

Date ________________________

Subject and Verb Agreement
The following indefinite pronouns are singular: anybody, anyone, anything,
each, either, everybody, everyone, everything, neither, nobody, no one,
nothing, one, somebody, someone, and something.
The following indefinite pronouns are plural: both, few, many, several.
The indefinite pronouns all, any, more, most, none, and some may be either
singular or plural depending on their meaning in a sentence.
Examples: Everybody needs to learn their part. (singular)
Few look good in a bathing suit. (plural)
None of the students are going. (plural)
None of Mrs. Smith’s money is wasted. (singular)
Directions: Circle or highlight the indefinite pronoun in each sentence.
Underline the correct verb in parentheses.
1. None of my flowers ( is, are ) blooming.
2. None of my effort ( is, are ) helping.
3. Nobody ( like, likes ) it when their flowers don’t bloom.
4. Few people ( grow, grows ) violets successfully.
5. Some of the plants ( dislike, dislikes ) being in the sunlight.
6. Several ( grow, grows ) well in the shade during the summer.
7. Something ( keep, keeps ) eating the leaves on my tomatoes.
8. None of us ( want, wants ) to have to replant our gardens.
9. All of my neighbors ( pick, picks ) my roses.
10. Most of my tomatoes ( produce, produces ) well each year.
11. Somebody ( need, needs ) to water my plants while I am gone.
12. None of my friends ( remember, remembers ) to water them.
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